
The Wisdom of the Ages

Isaiah 61:10—62:3; Psalm 148; Galatians 4:4-7; Luke 2:22-40*

The wonder of the babe who is born to Mary and Joseph in Bethlehem continues to provoke a

stir among us. Even the coldest of hearts, the least spiritually perceptive of us, is moved by the

wonder that has taken place among us.

Throughout our culture on TV and in the shopping malls, even those who know very little of

Jesus much less follow him sense that something amazing has occurred. Christmas is celebrated

among even many of the most hardened

secularists.

This is the Sunday that the church gathers and ponders the significance of this miraculous

birth, this wondrous gift that has been given humanity. Our growing expectancy has now been

fulfilled. What does this mean for us? That’s the question that convenes us this day.

A couple of Sundays before Christmas we met an older couple: Elizabeth and Zechariah. We

noted that it was curious—amid the talk of young mother Mary and Gabriel’s announcement that she

would have a baby—for Luke to present this old, childless couple. But that’s what Luke did:

connected Mary’s kinswoman Elizabeth and the near miraculous birth of John the Baptist with the

birth of Jesus. When joyful Elizabeth embraced overjoyed Mary, two generations came together.

Now, on this First Sunday After Christmas we meet another older couple: Simeon and Anna.

Of Anna, Luke says,

There was also a prophet, Anna the daughter of Phanuel, who belonged to the tribe of Asher.

She was very old. After she married, she lived with her husband for seven years. She was now an

84-year-old widow. She never left the temple area but worshipped God with fasting and prayer night

and day. She approached at that very moment and began to praise God and to speak about Jesus to
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everyone who was looking forward to the redemption of Jerusalem. (Luke 2:36-38)

Anna is said to be “very old.” Luke gives us details of her life, even giving us her age. Her

marriage had last only seven years before her husband died. “She was now an 84-year-old.” Luke for

some reason can’t tell the story about the first days of the baby Jesus and his dedication at the

temple without telling us about old Simeon and Anna, two older adults biding their time down at the

temple.

I’ve seen few churches where older adults were not the mainstay of the congregation. For one

thing, our denomination is, as they say, “graying.” Our median age is rising. For another thing, we

older adults often have more time to be engaged in church activities.

Many times, later in life, people move from the city where they have lived most of their life to a

town far away in order to be close to their adult children. “First thing you need to do,” friends advise,

“is connect with a congregation. You will make new friends and feel alive in your new home by being

a part of the church.”

Anna and Simeon are older adults hanging out at the temple. But they are doing more than

just hanging out. Widow Anna is rather surprisingly introduced to us as “a prophet,” which for Luke is

saying a great deal since Luke constantly refers to the prophets of Israel as foretelling and speaking

of the coming of God’s Messiah.

And like the prophets of old, older adult Anna joins older adult Simeon in welcoming the baby

Jesus to the temple (Luke 2:25–38). Simeon hopes for the deliverance of Israel from oppression and,

upon seeing the infant Jesus, proclaims Jesus as the chosen one who is the Deliverer. Throughout

Luke, people have difficulty understanding who Jesus is and what he is up to. Simeon sees who

Jesus is right from the first. At his age, maybe his eyesight is failing. But in this moment, Simeon is

prescient and perceptive. Simeon sees and then proclaims (that is, preaches) the true identity of this
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baby and accurately predicts the course of this baby’s life.

Simeon’s testimony leads me to ask some questions about this older adult and his witness: Is

Simeon’s astute perception of Jesus and Jesus’s identity a function of the wisdom he has accrued

over the years? Does Simeon, in his joy and his announcement of God’s redemption, see the child as

God’s rebuke to those who have given up hope for deliverance? Are older folks the first to get the

astounding news of Jesus’s birth because after many decades of living they are now unsurprised by

the stunts of God?

Makes you wonder. Older adults who, even in the church, are pushed to the margins, set on

the shelf, are the ones who, in the story of the birth of Jesus, step up and see things that the rest of

the world can’t see and say things that others can’t say.

Just as we found a couple of Sundays ago with older adults Zechariah and Elizabeth and

Simeon and Anna embody wisdom and insight—some gained, no doubt, through past experience,

some as gift of the Holy Spirit. They are presented by Luke as prophets who point younger folks

toward the future with expectation and hope. They see things about this baby that perhaps even the

baby’s parents, Mary and Joseph, can’t see. By the grace of God, they publicly, hopefully testify

about tomorrow. Those with many years behind them are able to see perceptively all the way into the

distant future.

While many of us elders value continuity, tradition, and stability, it is striking that Luke

connects older people to the possibility of unanticipated, miraculous divine intervention now and in

the future. Simeon and Anna may have many years on them, but they point toward God’s radical new

future. In the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the elderly are called to be dreamers. The Holy Spirit is a

gift that keeps pointing the elderly toward visions of tomorrow rather than leaving them to wallow in

memories of yesterday. 
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I remember when we first started doing Contemporary styled worship here. When we made it

a regular part of the worship cycle, there were many who were upset and chose not to attend worship

on those days. One of those Sundays I was visiting with a 93 year old who said to me, “Daryl I know

that some people don’t like the new worship style but I really like it. It feels so much more joyful and

alive to me.” I would recognize her as prophetic, she was able to dream a different future which came

true, as over time, many more people were drawn to encounter God in a different way.

Old Simeon blesses the young holy family and yet becomes a prophet when he speaks hard

truth to Mary concerning the future of her son (Luke 2:34-35). Simeon and Anna show a boldness

that characterizes some older people who, after a lifetime of responsible caution—keeping a job,

being an example to their children—are now free to use their remaining precious time telling the

truth—that is, being God’s prophets. Though Anna is a person of great age, she is a truth-telling

prophet in her last years. Perhaps this is the blessed spiritual fruitfulness of old age promised by the

psalmist: “In old age they still produce fruit” (Ps. 92:14 NRSV).

Another implication of this Sunday’s post-Christmas gospel is that older adults keep being

called by God in spite of (maybe because of?) their age. God keeps calling, even in the last years of

life. Stuck in jail, Paul calls himself an old man, but still he expressed hope that he would be released

for the express purpose of continuing his missionary vocation (Phil. 1:19, 22).

The psalmist prays not for long life but for life long enough to tell future generations the truth

about God:

So even to old age and gray hairs,

O God, do not forsake me,

until I proclaim your might

to all the generations to come.  (Ps. 71:18 NRSV)
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Yet let’s also make a theological point: Simeon and Anna and Elizabeth and Zechariah

stepping on stage and playing their parts in welcoming the baby Jesus are not as interesting as the

God who speaks and works through them. The central character of the drama is the God of Israel

and the church who delights in sending a little baby to save us and in calling older adults to tell us the

significance of the babe who is dedicated this day at the temple.

As we stand upon the threshold of a New Year, the stories of Elizabeth and Zechariah and

Simeon and Anna push us to remember that we have more future with a living God than past; God

keeps us leaning toward the future, keeps us expectant and hopeful that though our lifetimes are

ending, God is forever beginning, creating, and venturing. Throughout our lives, it’s a challenge not to

tuck God comfortably within the past, to make of God a distantly remembered relic rather than a

presently resurrected Lord. As Jesus said, God is God of the living and not the dead (Mark 12:27).

We older adults usually enjoy reminiscing and remembering. Yet our history need not enslave.

Let Simeon and Anna be our models. We are free to lovingly recall the past but not to idolize the

past. The good old days weren’t good for many, and our failure to remember some of the pain of the

past might be testimony to the graciousness of forgetfulness, but sometimes the way we recall the

past demonstrates our self-deceit.

Anna, as a prophet, harkens back to Israel’s prophets of  old. Yet her testimony stretches into

the future. Every Sunday when the Bible is brought into worship, when we open it and read from it

and submit ourselves to the wisdom of the ancients, we show the centrality of memory in the

Christian life. Scripture holds in memory some of our greatest truths about God and our best

adventures with God so that we don’t have to. Much of the church’s life is in response to Jesus’s “Do

this in remembrance of me.” Yet with a living God actively redeeming the world, tomorrow could

easily be better than yesterday. One benefit of the Christian practice of forgiveness is that it enables
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us to begin again rather than to be constantly bound to the past.

As the Christmas carol sings, in this babe of Bethlehem “the hopes and fears of all the years”

meet and have their fulfillment. In this scene from the dedication of the baby Jesus at the temple,

generations meet, young and old each have their part to play in God’s drama of redemption, and we

see God’s wisdom at work in two old people and a little baby. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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